A SECURE PATH TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Oracle’s research report A Secure Path to Digital Transformation shows security professionals understand the imperative to transform, and reveals the extent to which they see cloud as a secure option of doing so.

SECURE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IS A MUST

80% of businesses agree a secure cloud can accelerate digital transformation, improve customer experience and ultimately grow their business.

CLOUD IS THE WAY

With the ability to enforce existing enterprise security policies in the cloud, 48% of businesses believe cloud adoption will now significantly rise.

BECAUSE CLOUD BRINGS SPEED AND SECURITY

78% of security professionals believe cloud providers can implement the latest security technologies faster than they can.

LEARN HOW ORACLE CLOUD SECURITY ENABLES DIGITAL TRUST FOR DIGITAL BUSINESSES

Discover why security professionals look to cloud eco-systems to increase data security, protect digital identities and secure digital access across their IT estate.

To get the report click here

Oracle commissioned Coleman Parkes to survey 1,000 senior European IT decision makers.
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